Local Dentists in New Haven, CT

IMPORTANT:
All information below is being provided to you to inform you of the approximate costs for preventive and diagnostic services at some of the local New Haven dental offices/clinics when one does not have dental insurance. This is to serve as an aide as some of you make a decision of whether or not to buy the G&P dental plan this year. Some of the prices listed are only rough approximates. Additionally, the information collected was effective on the date of collection, but could change at any time. All dental offices listed here were accepting new patients at the time of the data collection. If you are interested in any of the local dentists that have been listed below, please call them directly to learn more about their services, costs of services and/or to set up an appointment.

Key:
1\textsuperscript{st} visit = comprehensive exam, cleaning, x-rays (could be panoramic or bitewing)
2\textsuperscript{nd}+ visit = periodic/routine visit – usually includes just exam and cleaning unless otherwise noted

\textbf{Columbia Dental (203-782-0111)}
1\textsuperscript{st} visit:
New patient special, $166
Returning patient, $275

2\textsuperscript{nd}+ visit: $200

\textbf{Comprehensive Dental Health (203-624-5515)}
1\textsuperscript{st} visit:
As a new patient/student, receive 50\% discount on comprehensive exam
Exam = $50, cleaning = $98, bitewing x-rays = $69
Total = $217
(If pay with cash/check, save 10\%, and final price ~$195.)

2\textsuperscript{nd}+ visit: Exam + cleaning = $148
(If pay with cash/check, save 10\%, and final price ~$133.)
Dr. Dental (203-850-7900)
1st visit: New patient special of $57
2nd+ visit: $88

East Rock Dental, LLC (203-777-8436)
1st visit: Comprehensive exam, cleaning and 2 bitewing radiographs
Including discount, total = $242.
2nd+ visit: Exam + cleaning = $154 (discount included)
Note: Offers a 5% discount on all other procedures if paid with cash or check only at
time of service

Horizon Dental Group (203-859-5239)
1st visit: New patients: Exam, cleaning and 4 bitewing x-rays = $57

Levy Dental Group (203-865-2245)
1st visit: Comprehensive exam, cleaning and full-mouth x-rays
Total is roughly $400.
If have had full-mouth x-rays done recently elsewhere, have them sent in
so that they do not need to be repeated – save roughly $180 then.
2nd+ visit: Exam + cleaning = $186
Note: For non-routine work/treatment, you can receive a prepayment cash discount of
5%.

Long Wharf Dental Group (203-764-2386)
1st visit: Exam, cleaning and x-rays, $221
2nd+ visit: Exam + cleaning = $121
Note: Offer discounts ranging from 15%-20% for Yale graduate students only (no
discounts for professional students).

New Haven Dental Group (203-781-8051)
1st visit: Comprehensive exam, cleaning and full-mouth x-rays
Total = $423
If have had full-mouth x-rays done recently elsewhere, then just need
comprehensive exam, cleaning and bitewing x-rays, total = $350.

2nd+ visit: 
Exam = $67, cleaning = $142
Total = $209

Note: 
When you pay at the time of service, you can receive a 5% discount.

They offer their own in-house dental discount plan for $100/year. If you are on this plan, then you can receive various savings, such as 20% discount on cleanings and 15% discount on restorative work.

** If you are on the G&P dental plan, and are in your first year of enrollment on the plan (i.e., you do not have the fillings benefit), this dental office will provide a discount for fillings. The discount is based on their negotiated rates with Delta Dental.

---

**Quigley Family & Dentistry (203-865-0927)**

1st visit: 
Exam, cleaning and x-rays, total between $300 and $350

Note: 
If you are a student without dental insurance, and pay in full at the time of services using:
(1) cash/check, receive 10% discount
(2) credit card, receive 8% discount

---

**Yale New Haven Dental Services (203-688-2464)**

1st visit: 
Exam = $113, cleaning = $127 and full-mouth x-rays = $175
Total = $415
Discounted price* = $186.75

2nd+ visit: 
Exam = $72 and cleaning = $57.15
Total = $129.15
Discounted price* = $89.55
If visit includes bitewing x-rays ($85), total = $214.15 with a discounted price* of $127.80.

Note: 
If you are self-paying (i.e., no dental insurance), then you will receive a 55% discount on ALL dental services! This means that you can receive this discount on all preventive & diagnostic procedures, as well as all basic and major procedures. Furthermore, if you meet certain requirements, then you can apply for Discounted Care - this would provide you with deeper discounts. For this, you would need to make an appointment first, and then fill out the application (located at end of this document).